


Minutes of CMEs’ Conference held on 21st and 22nd May, 2012 
at Baroda House/NR HQ., New Delhi. 

 
Points made by CRB 

1. There was need to economise on staff. However, since workload in C&W was increasing, 
staff should be re-deployed to C&W from areas where workload has decreased. 

2. There should be regular review of AAC of materials.  
3. There was need to create state-of-the-art C&W facilities  
4. All Mech. Officers should monitor accident cases through SIMS. Accident cases on Mech. 

account should be brought down. 4 wheeler stock should be phased out progressively.  To 
prevent rolling down of goods trains, it should be ensured that hand brake mechanism in 
freight trains was kept in working order.  

5. CRB complimented the Mech. Branch for the progressive step of introduction of CC rakes 
and premium rakes which has helped in achievement of 970 million tonnes loading in 2011-
12. 

6. CRB urged the CMEs to further improve quality of CC and premium examination and also 
examine whether the period of validity of BPC could be increased. Inter-operability of CC 
rakes of MGS, Bhilai and NKJ may also be considered.  

7. Accident affected coaches and wagons should be removed from site. 
8. There have been reports of damages to wagons due to use of JCBs for loading/unloading.  

Where such damages were reported use of JCBs had  been banned. Damages of wagons 
during loading/unloading should be reported daily.   

9. CMEs informed CRB that damages were frequently taking place due to unloading/loading in 
sidings and goods sheds due to use of JCBs. The video clip of damages to BOBRN wagon 
during unloading of coal was shown to CRB. CRB directed that appropriate action should be 
taken against siding owners for damages to wagons. 

10. The problems faced at inter-change points of SECR since freight trains were received 
without GDR check in SECR were informed to CRB. CRB directed that this matter should 
be examined in Railway Board and appropriate instructions issued.  

11. During visit of High level safety committee’s visit to RCF, a case of use of poor quality of 
fasteners was highlighted. There is need to review procurement policy of safety items and 
system of monitoring quality to avoid such instances across IR. It should be examined if the 
reputed firms can be shortlisted for procurement of hardware having direct repercussions on 
safety. 

12. Performance related with LHB components such as Wheels, dampers, couplers and 
passenger comfort should be addressed quickly.  

13. In the LHB coach toilets there have been complaints of fouls smell. It was informed that 
toilet exhausts are not functioning. This should not be permitted by CMEs  

14. Closure of toilet doors in LHB coaches is another issue which needs attention as sometimes 
doors are not getting closed and passengers are entrapped. This needs to be resolved. 



15. There is problem of spillage of water during use in washbasin. This needs to be checked and 
prevented. Taps are not placed in right position. Similarly during flushing water is 
sometimes spilled out of pan. Designs need to be standardised. 

16. Development of POH facilities for LHB coaches need to be expedited. 
17. Issues in the introduction of Sampoorna Kranti and Mahabodhi rakes in LHB coaches’ needs 

to be resolved quickly. 
18. ICF need to turn out LHB EOG coaches under furnishing for conversion of HWH-RNC 

Shatabdi expeditiously. 
19. For roller bearing failure, root cause analysis needs to be done and remedial measures taken. 
20. Strict quality control on fire retardant materials for compliance to specified norms for fire 

retardancy be ensured through random checks. 
21. Proliferation of the Bio toilets is underway. All concerns should be addressed at this initial 

stage of proliferation only. 
22. Effective monitoring of OBHS and CTS scheme be done.    
23. For Mechanised laundry, railways need to adopt a holistic approach while deciding if 

Departmental/BOOT scheme is to be adopted. 
 
Points made by MT 
 
1. In view of the high loading target of 1025 million tonnes in 2012-13 there was a need to 

examine whether the following maintenance practices could be changed: 
(a) Reducing number of GDR checks and reducing the proforma/forms to be filled by the 

GDR. Also, there was a need to review whether GDR check was required where 
wharf-wall was constructed near the loading line.  

(b) Inter-changeability of BOXNHL rakes of MGS, BIA and NKJ.  
(c) ROH marking at various points required to be rationalised. 

2. There were reports that wagons were getting damaged due to mechanised loading by 
payloaders as well as tipplers. For such locations use of JCBs may be banned.  There was 
need to design new type of machines for loading/unloading which would not damage 
wagons. 

Points made by  ML 

1. All goods trains were run with electric locos with at least 3 working compressors. Therefore, 
there would not be problem in running goods trains with twin pipe. 

Points made by MM 

1. Quality Audit of the coaching depots have been carried out recently. Some of the 
significant observations being non working of Air driers for compressors, dilapidated 
conditions of pit lines and washing lines, poor illumination, non availability of water, non 



availability of high pressure jet washing machine etc. All CMEs should act to remove 
deficiencies reported during quality audit. 

2. There has to be visible improvement in the standard of coach cleanliness. Field 
inspections should be carried out more frequently by CMEs and CRSEs. 

3. Availability of adequate and regular supply of cleaning material should be ensured. 
4. Cut-in and Cut-out for modifications must be planned meticulously and switch over plan 

should be formulated for major design modifications. 
5. Monitoring of coach housekeeping schemes need to be tightened by railways to bring 

perceptible improvement in coach cleanliness. Attendance of OBHS staff and supervisor 
need to be ensured. 

6. CRS sanction for new trains/stock must be processed in advance by RDSO and railways 
so that there are no delays in introduction of new services. 

7. Roller bearing failures need to be monitored closely. There should be no failure on 
account of structural failures. Recent failure of buffer in BEML make coach may also be 
investigated and preventive action taken. 



 

 
Discussion on Agenda Items 

 
Traction Items 

 
A. Operational Issues: 

 
1. Punctuality: 

 
i. Punctuality on diesel loco account is a cause of concern.  This position is being monitored 

by Board level and railways should take necessary action to bring about an immediate 
improvement. 

 
ii. ECR, NR, NCR, NER, and WCR are the major contributors to the poor punctuality 

performance.  These railways are regularly featuring in punctuality cases on ownership as 
well as territorial basis.  The number of indirect cases and misc. cases on operational 
account have also gone up and there is a need to take corrective preventive action at the 
shed and division level. 

 
iii. During discussions, Zonal Railways suggested that the indirect cases of punctuality should 

be monitored on total effective holding and the direct cases on per 100 loco mail link.  It 
was decided that henceforth this position would be compiled and uploaded on the website.  

 
iv. Divisional Power Mechanical officers should monitor closely for correct logging of the 

trains so there should be no need for delogging the punctuality loss cases.   WR mentioned 
that there have been a few cases on account of poor reliability of AC fuel pump motors.  
This issue had been discussed in the BIM and RDSO should issue suitable instructions.  

 
2. Outage 

 
The position of outage in FOIS and ICMS needs to be closely monitored.  100+ overall 
outage indicates that locos are not being properly attached/detached by Railways and 
certain railways are not meeting the outage target.  This position should be closely 
monitored as railways will be credited with service base outage only.  The position of 
SCR and SER is very good in terms of the outage reflected in FOIS as well as in ICMS.  
Zonal Railways should send their Dy.CME (Operations) along with the concerned power 
controller to understand the practice being followed in these railways and implement the 
same to improve the overall performance.   

 
3. Attention to foreign railway locos: 

 
i. Railways reported that the position regarding FR locos attended by their sheds is not 

correct as locos available at odd hours in the sheds are only being reported to Board.  
Railways should report all FR locos being attended as well as the time taken.  The 



discrepancy in the old position may be reconciled with the Railway Board Power 
Controller.  

 
ii. It was again reiterated that first priority has to be given to FR locos and the present IR 

average of 41 hours for turning out a loco should be brought down to 16 hours.  Railways 
which receive dead locomotives should inform Board of the actual cause found so that in 
case of discrepancy in the cause reported by the Zonal Railway applying for dead 
approval, action can be taken against the erring railway.  

 
B. Progress of Important Items: 

 
Railways have done commendable job in fitment of VCD.  However, ECR, NR, NER, 
NWR, SR and SWR should expedite the fitment in the balance fleet.  It should also be 
planned to fit VCD in MG locomotives as these are also working in main line.   
 
 

C. Line Haul cost: 
 

i. Inspite of efforts put in for the past 2 years, the line haul cost has shown a greater increase 
on diesel traction as compared to electric traction.  Each railway is aware of the action to 
be taken and this has to be implemented by the diesel and power officers.  This should 
form a part of their appraisal.   

 
ii. Railway should also review the abnormal increase in the repair and the maintenance cost 

of diesel locomotives (C300) based on the Demand for Grants.  It has to be ensured that 
correct booking of expenditure is being done.   
 

iii. On some railways, there has been a reduction in the overall maintenance cost of 
locomotives even though the holding has increased.  This indicates that there is a need to 
properly plan and acquire material for maintenance of locos.  CME/NFR explained that 
one reason for the same is receipt of new HHP locos at SGUJ shed and reduction in the 
debits received from POH shops due to reduction in ALCO holding. 

 
D. SPAD 

 
SPAD is a cause of concern and it has to be ensured that the periodic rest is provided to 

running staff.  Proper monitoring and counseling has to be ensured to the nominated Loco 
Inspectors.  Railway should also ensure that the Loco Inspectors are being booking for their initial 
and refresher training.  It should also be ensured that independent JA grade branch officer are 
deputed to look after the power organization in every division.  Apart from this, the Zonal 
Railways suggested following action plan for SPAD reduction: 
 

i. Loco Inspector should counsel the LP as well as ALP regarding signals, proper rest and 
road learning.  There is a need to counsel the ALPs also. 



ii. The train indicator board at stations show red/green coloured indications.  These are 
confusing to the LPs of the approaching trains.  Lights common with signal aspects 
should not be used on any display boards on the platform.   

iii. Joint signal sighting inspection by Sr.DST and Sr.DME should be done atleast once in 6 
months for proper signal visibility.  All joint inspections carried out for signal visibility 
should be monitored. 

iv. Night footplate by officers and inspectors between 0-4 hrs. to be carried out regularly.   
v. There should be a system of providing regular feedback to drivers on the unusual 

occurrences reported by them while signing off.  
vi. There is a need to practically educate the crew regarding isolating of coaches and making 

them single pipe.  CDO/Bandra has developed a video on this aspect and this need to be 
circulated. 

vii. Most of the time the ALP goes to attend any unusual occurrence and we should 
concentrate on the training of ALPs. 

viii. All SPAD cases are required to be discussed as case study in all training centers as a part 
of their training module.   

ix. Booking of crew should be preferably done after 6 hours while reporting from long leave 
and rest. 

x. Random checks of mobile phone records with service providers by nominated LIs to 
check the usage of mobile phone by the crew during run. 

xi. Retroreflective arrow marks on each signal post can be provided for proper identification. 
 

E. DEMUs 
 

i. There has been a substantial improvement in the ineffective position of DEMUs which has 
come down from earlier 24% to 16%.  There is however a lot of scope and need for further 
improvement.  ICF should ensure that RSP supplies are made to the Zonal Railways 
against Board’s allotments.  Zonal Railways should also ensure that they procure the items 
sanctioned in the itemized RSP for DEMUs.  It should also be ensured that the separate 
officers in JAG/SS are deputed to look after the DEMUs at the shed and HQ level.  

 
ii. SR mentioned that there is a problem in procurement of material from M/s Cummins.  ICF 

and RDSO were advised to take up the issue with M/s. Cummins during the DEMU co-
ordination meeting to be held in ICF shortly.   

 
iii. CWE/NR mentioned that the high ineffective on account of problem of underframe cracks 

in DEMUs.  RDSO mentioned that this problem is prevalent only on NR and is due to 
poor track maintenance on the branch lines.   

 
iv. SECR mentioned that new DEMUs are not compatible with older ones.  It was clarified by 

ER that the modification required to be carried out in the existing stock has already been 
advised by ICF in 2009-10 and should be carried out by the workshops.   



v. ICF mentioned that there is a need to have another source for DEMU engine but the case 
is still pending in RDSO.  RDSO was advised to take action immediately so that problems 
being faced by Zonal Railways in procurement of material and after sale service can be 
reduced.   

 
vi. There have been cases of fire in DHMUs of SCR.  There is a need to replace these with 

DEMUs.  ICF has to ramp up its production and ensure that the spare 8 DPCs are also 
manufactured during the current financial year.  

vii. The progress of CNG conversion of DEMUs is not satisfactory.  IROAF should co-
ordinate with NR and ensure early implementation of both the projects of CNG conversion 
and setting up of bio-diesel esterification plants.     

 

F. ART 
& 140 Ton Crane 

 
1. Many ZRs are yet to put in position the requisite maintenance infrastructure as per yardstick 

like shed, pit line etc. for 140 T crane. ZRs to ensure that facilities for all cranes are 
completed latest by 31-Mar-13.  

  
2. During recent accidents, criticism has been faced regarding the working of 140T crane. ZRs 

to ensure availability of adequate no. of trained drivers and staff. Provision should always be 
available for spare gang so that in case of long restoration times, the working does not suffer. 
All nominated officials should remain current with their skills through mock drills etc. This 
exercise should be completed within 6 months.  

 
3. The indents for SS cutting facilities (hydraulic and plasma) should be submitted by all ZRs to 

COFMOW latest by 31-July-2012. COFMOW should be ready to float tenders by that time. 
Abrasive cutting being worked upon by ER – should be finalised latest by Sep, 2012. 

   
4. There has been no progress in manufacture of 3-coach SPART by ICF in the last 2 

years. Mech. Deptt. Is facing a lot of criticism on this account and as per assurance given to 
Parliament, all divisions are to be provide with at least 1 such train by 2015-16. ICF should 
submit a plan to Board by 30-Jun-12 for liquidating all sanction as per this target.   



 

Coaching Items 
 

1. Enroute Coach Detachments: 
 

i. Enroute coach detachments have gone up in 2011-12 when compared with previous year 
(10-11=77,11-12-88). Roller bearing failure was major contributory factor with 53 
cases in 2011-12 against 39 in 2010-11.All railways to improve roller bearing 
maintenance inspection in workshops and rolling in examination for timely detection to 
avoid failure enroute. 

ii. Bogie and suspension gear defects have also gone up by more than 3 times (10-11=4,11-
12=14). All railways to improve inspection and maintenance in these areas and bring 
down the failures.  

iii. There have been two cases of Bogie frame cracks on CR in the year 2012-13. Failure 
investigation in Coach No 5256 revealed multinuclear fatigue and point of initiation of the 
cracks was weld spatters due to not grinding after the welding. Welding practices need to 
be improved in sick lines and workshops. Weld spatters should not be permitted.  

iv. All cases of enroute failures should be treated as accidents for failure investigation and 
findings submitted to RDSO and Board after approval of respective CME of railway. 

v. NR,NFR, ECor, SER and SR need to improve to bring down enroute coach detachments. 
vi. Enroute Coach Detachments due to roller bearing failures:

 
 SER reported that to minimise bearing failure, roller bearing on their railways is being 

washed out after 15 years in service.  
 Similarly NFR informed that they have completely banned welding in coaches using rails 

as earthing point. 
 NR informed that as a result of precautionary measures taken by them during POH, they 

have not had any failures attributable to POH since May 2011. 
 ECR informed that they have detached around 20 coaches due to overheating of axle 

boxes detected during rolling in examination. 
 

   RDSO to examine the issue of service life of bearings and issue guidelines for weeding 
out on time basis to all the railways. Besides, depot detachments on account of hot boxes 
may be analysed as better investigation is possible. 

vii. Railways/PUs to ensure use of RDSO approved fasteners only.  
viii. RCF informed that they have now decided to procure all the fasteners used in the FIAT 

Bogies from the sources approved by RDSO for Axle end screw for ICF coaches. RDSO 
may examine the issue and issue instruction for uniform adoption over all the 
railways/PUs as existing instructions for procurement from ‘reputed sources’ seems to be 
of not much use. 

ix. Sand blasting of the bogie frames should be carried to facilitate detection of cracks in its 
initial stage. WR and CR informed that they are facing problem in sand blasting of the 
Bogies frames due to ban by Maharashtra Government for sand blasting. Bogie frame 
needs to be cleaned effectively using blasting techniques for detection of defects at 
vulnerable locations during POH by all the railways in 100 % of the cases. WR and CR 



may take up this issue with state government and also explore alternatives. 
 

2. Punctuality losses on C&W 
account: 

i. Brake binding is one of the major causes affecting punctuality of trains. Problem is more 
frequent in GS and SLR coaches due to overloading. WR suggested adopting a piston 
stroke of 40 mm by using Brake cylinder of EMU coaches. It was also informed by WR 
that problem is being reported in ACCN coaches also. RDSO was advised to examine the 
issue and decide by 31.07.20121. Meanwhile, RDSO informed that trial carried out with 
double acting brake cylinders are satisfactory however, financial implications are on 
higher side. 

ii. RDSO informed that in the investigation report of brake biding case in Shatabdi trains 
recently, it was revealed that NR did not implement the modification suggested by OEM 
for removal of choke in their DVs. All Zonal railways were advised that such 
modifications suggested by OEMs should be done immediately after obtaining approval 
from RDSO. 

iii. Railways informed that when alarm chain is operated in LHB coaches, BC pressure falls 
below 2 KG in FTIL make Air brake system whereas same is retained above 2 Kg in KB 
make. RDSO may take up this issue with the supplier. 

iv. Correct logging of punctuality loss cases reported on C&W account may be monitored by 
all CRSEs closely.    

v. Failure categorisation in ICMS module needs to be updated as some of these may not be 
relevant as on date. RDSO may review categorisation by 30.06.2012. 
 

3. Cleanliness of Passenger Coaches and Linen Management: 

i. Provision of fund has been increased in Demand no-6 PU-32 in the BE 2012-13. Similarly 
fund provision has also been increased in D-8-590 for cost of Linen management. 
Railways may reflect the requirement of additional fund required immediately. 

ii. CRSE/NR raised the issue of water scarcity in Delhi Division affecting coach cleanliness. 
Augmentation of water supply project is stuck up for want of fund provision.  Board 
(CRB) assured to look into this matter. 

iii. SER railway suggested that more CTS should be opened across railways. Railways were 
advised to send the proposals for new CTS after examining its compliance with the policy 
circulated by the Board.  

iv. Attendance of OBHS staff should be monitored in all the OBHS contracts as per 
instructions issued by the Board. Railways may carry out review and send compliance by 
15.06.2012 

v. Quality audits of the coaching depots and workshops have been carried out recently and 
reports provided. All the railways may take corrective action and submit compliance 
report in their monthly PCDO. 

vi. Some railways suggested that Pest and Rodent Control contract be done only through 
reputed agencies, identified during trial period. Railways may send a formal opinion in 
this regard and issue be examined in the Board and instructions issued by 30.06.2012. 

vii. Railways need to ensure that pest and rodent control treatment is also given in the yard, 



station premises and garbage dumps which are breeding ground for these rodents. CRB’ 
DO dated 03.06.2005 should be followed.  

viii. ER informed that system of pantry car vacation before despatch of rake for maintenance 
has resulted in significant improvement and nos. of complaints have come down to 
negligible. All other railways must implement this system.  

ix. Board has issued separate instructions for cleaning and maintenance of pantry cars. These 
instruction be reiterated by 31.05.2012 

x. Opinion of the railways was sought in regard to standardisation of Poly Vastra Bed Sheets 
in lieu of Khadi Bed sheets in all classes as proposed by SER. ECoR , NR and ER were 
also of same opinion. WR was of the opinion that polyvastra bed sheets have problem of 
greying affect over long period of use. Moreover, their condition deteriorates at the end of 
their 2 years codal life.  AM/RS also pointed out supply problem from Poly Vastra 
sources. 

xi. For standardisation of Poly vastra, capacity of M/s ACASH may also become a bottle 
neck as they are not able to meet even the existing demand as confirmed by the Stores 
Dte. Considering above issues it was decided to maintain status quo. 
 

4. Performance review of coach furnishing material: 

i. Brake Gear Bushes: RDSO informed that after revised scheme issued on 17.4.2011 in 
which 50% PR and 50% HPPA in critical locations were provided, performance feedback 
has not yet been received.   

 Performance of HPPA & PR bushes from Railways giving %age rejection in IOH/POH 
with No. Of coaches,   may be obtained by RDSO. 

 NWR had raised the issue of high cost of Self Lubricated Polyster resin bushes which are 
almost 6 times cost less than the HPPA bushes. A  cost benefit analysis be carried out and 
proposal submitted to Board for final decision in the matter by 30.07.2012. 
 

ii. Cushioning Material for seats and Berths :  
 

a) Railways are not satisfied with the performance of existing cushioning material. RDSO 
may submit technical evaluation of alternative cushioning material considering FR 
requirements, comfort requirements, cost, life etc. 

b) RCF informed that they have established sources which can supply PU foam fully 
complying RDSO specification No.RDSO/2007/CG-04 .  RDSO may assist RCF/KXH to 
establish conformance of the product wr.t. specifications.   
 

iii. Fire Retardant UIC vestibule : 
 

   ER reported cracking of UIC vestibule in newly built coaches of RCF. RCF may submit 
investigation report to RDSO as these have been supplied by an RDSO approved vendor 
for the new specification vestibule. Quality monitoring of Fire retardant UIC vestibule of 
upgraded 10specification may be carried out by railways and RDSO as these are being 
procured at higher financial implications. 



 

 

 

iv. Stain proof fire retardant upholstery for seats and Berths of upper class coaches:  
 

   PUs informed that presently there is only single source for this item. RDSO may 
develop more sources for adoption by railways. 

5. Proliferation of LHB coaches: 

i. Nominated workshops need to expedite the work related to facilities for POH of LHB 
coaches on their railways. 

ii. Railways to gear up for spares planning for ASF keystone make CBC supplied by M/s 
AIKON. RDSO to advise the course of action to be taken in this matter. 

iii. NFR to make preparation as two LHB coach trains are planned for introduction on NFR 
in 2012-13. RCF to assist for material. 
 

6. CRS Sanction for new design of Rolling stock: 

Concerned Railways (Originating/Passing-through/Terminating) must timely plan and seek 
CRS sanction besides organizing necessary infrastructure for maintenance and operations 
with such stock. The owning Railways may coordinate the process for respective trains.  

7. PUs were advised that they should turn out rakes along with spares as turning out bare 
rake is not helping railway and causing delay in introduction of services and maintenance 
problems. 

8. An analysis of the non availability of safety items on railways was carried out. 
Analysis revealed that in 50 % of the cases non availability of the material was due to trade 
failure. This may be examined and suitable instruction issued to all the railways to reduce 
occurrences. Non-availability of the safety items may be monitored by railways to bring it to 
Nil cases.  

9. Some railways raised the issue of examining need for provision of magazine bags , 
bottle holder and snack table for Non AC coaches as these are getting vandalised. It was 
decided that based on the report provided by ED/Carr/RDSO, AM/ME and AM/RS shall 
decide the issue by 30.06.2012. 

10. Railways informed that for creation of posts in terms of Board’s letter, local finance is 
not agreeing to proposals. All the railways may apprise their position to Board in response to 
MM’s D.O. to GMs regarding shortage of manpower. 



 

Freight Items 

1. Maintenance of BOXNHL and BCNHL wagons 
 
1.1 Traffic Transportation (TT) Dte. have proposed that next lot of BCNHL wagons may be 
based at Khanlampura, NR and 20 rakes each of BOXNHL may be based in ECoR and SCR.  These 
railways should plan for the same urgently. CME/SCR requested RDSO for list of uncommon spares 
and sources for BOXNHL/ BCNHL. 
1.2 There will be addition of 6000 BOXNHL (103 rakes) and 4000 BCNHL (69 rakes) in 2012-
13.  These wagons will gradually replace BOXN and BCN wagons. All railways maintaining CC 
rakes of BOXN and BCN need to start their infrastructure and material planning for BOXNHL and 
BCNHL wagons. 
1.3 There is a shortage of capacity for ROH of BCNHL wagons in WR.    CR, NR and SR have 
been given targets for ROH of BCNHL  in 2012-13.  These three railways should commence doing 
ROH of BCNHL wagons by 31/7/12. 
1.4 CME/WR may send a proposed for developing  Pratapnagar Workshop for doing POH of 
BCNHL wagons.   
1.5 All major wagon workshops - Jhansi, Kota, Raynapadu etc. should be prepared to take up 
POH/repairs of BOXNHL and BCNHL wagons.   
1.6 MGS/ECR, Bhilai/SECR and NKJ/WCR have made few twin pipe  rakes of BOXNHL while 
BZA/SCR & Shambupura/WR have made few twin pipe rakes of BCNHL.  There was a shortage of 
twin pipe BVZIs. New BVZIs manufactured by Amritsar & Hubli and BVZIs undergoing POH in 
all wagon shops should be provided with twin pipes.  
1.7 WR and SCR should carry out RDSO modifications for the BCNHL wagon doors for 
wagons manufactured in  2008 and 2009. CME/WR pointed out that this was a major modification 
which may have to be done in the wagons workshops.  
1.8 MM gave the following directions:  
(a)    There is need for proper technology management by Railway Board, RDSO and zonal 
railways.  The matter of twin pipe running of goods trains and BCNHL door were examples where 
technology had not been managed properly. There was need to look at every issue holistically and to 
manage all cut-ins and cut-outs so that new technology was adopted without any problem.  
(b)    EDME(Fr.)  to discuss the future bases of BOXNHL and BCNHL with TT Dte.  
(c)    EDRS(S) should monitor wagon production on daily basis. 
(d)    Running of twin pipe goods trains should be closely monitored. Related issues related to 
running of twin pipe trains, compressor capacity of locos etc. should be discussed by EDME(Fr.) 
with TT Dte. and Electrical Dte. MM gave a target of 30/6/12 for sorting out all issues related to 
running of twin pipe goods trains.  
 



 

2. Reduction of ‘C’ Category unloadables 
 
2.1 There was an arising of 828 ‘C’ Category unloadable wagons in IR in 2012-13, mainly due 
to damages during loading/unloading of wagons. This was causing higher ineffective, infructuous 
movement to workshops and wastage of workshop POH capacity. 
2.2 All Railways should identify the sidings and goods sheds which were causing damage to 
wagons. Penalties for damages should be levied as per instructions of Railway Board issued in 2002.    
2.3 CME/WR mentioned that the damages were taking place mainly due to use of JCBs at 
loading/unloading points. CME/SER mentioned that in SER they had been able to identify the 
sidings causing damage even for CC rakes by looking at FOIS.  
2.4 Railways may examine issue of JPOs for levying of penalty for damages similar to SCR and 
ER.  CME/SCR mentioned that even though this JPO had been issued in SCR,  it was difficult to 
collect the penalty charges. He suggested that for recurrent cases of damages use of JCBs and 
payloaders should be banned.  
2.5 MM gave the following directions: 
(a)     The issue of damages of wagons should be taken up with the traffic and commercial 
departments strongly.  At railway level one Dy. CME should meet the  Dy.COM and Dy. CCM 
daily with list of damages on wagons at different sidings and goods sheds. In Railway Board 
EDME(Fr.) should take up this matter with EDTT(M).  
(b)        A note on this matter should be sent from Mech. Dte. to the TT Dte.  
 
3. Trials of 25t axle load wagons  
 
3.1 One BOXN25 wagon and one BLC25 wagon with 25t axle load track friendly bogies were 
available at Kota for carrying out oscillation trials. CME/WCR confirmed that all clarifications 
required by CRS for the BOXN25 trial in Kota-Sawai madhopur had been given and CRS clearance 
was expected shortly. ED(Testing)/RDSO confirmed that they were ready to carry out these trials.   
3.2 After the trials in WCR, trials will be done for BOXN25 and BLC25 in Palanpur-Samakhali 
Section of WR.  WR is processing for CRS clearance for the same.  
3.3 One other project for development of 25t and 32.5t axle load wagon was underway with M/s 
American Car Industries USA.  Under this project, Lead environment assessment was in process on 
one instrumented BOXN wagon running in a CC rake between Patherdie-Dhanbad Division and 
Panki, ALD Division. 
3.4 MM directed that development of 25t axle load wagon should be completed quickly so that 
we were on the right track towards development of heavy haul goods trains. 
 
4. System of GDR Check 
 



4.1 After introduction of CC pattern TXR examination been discontinued in several instances. 
Railway Board letters of 8/2/2006 and 28/8/2009 specified GDR check for post loading/back 
loading of goods trains, clearance of stabled loads and clearance of trains with invalid BPC. GDR 
check was also specified in all instructions issued for running of CC rakes and premium rakes. For 
reducing detention to loaded trains TT Dte. had proposed that GDR check may be dispensed with 
for cases of valid BPC and loading with engine on load etc.  
4.2 GDR check included checking of CBCs, air hoses, angle cocks, empty/load device, hanging 
parts, hand brakes, closing of wagon doors and continuity of air pressure.  Since all these were 
safety checks, all CMEs were unanimous in their view that GDR check should be continued and not 
withdrawn. 
4.3 Since GDR check had been withdrawn in SECR, traffic branch of ECoR was demanding for 
its withdrawal on ECoR also. Withdrawal of GDR check in SECR was also causing problems at 
interchange points of SER and SECR.  CME/SECR mentioned that a  letter issued by JD/Safety, 
Railway Board on 28/7/2009 had lead to withdrawal of GDR check by SECR through a JPO.  
However, this JPO had been withdrawn in Oct. 2010. Since running staff were with Electrical 
Branch and Guards with Operating Branch, instructions of GDR check issued by Mech. Branch 
were not being followed.  
4.4 MM directed that consolidated instructions on the matter of GDR check should be issued so 
that there is no confusion on this account. 
 
5. Problem of BOBRN doors 
 
5.1 TT  Dte. had highlighted that embedded empties were being run in CC rakes of BOBRN 
wagons in ECR, ECoR, SECR, ER & SER due to defective doors. 
5.2 EDS(W)/RDSO mentioned that many modifications had been done to eliminate  areas of 
weakness of BOBRN doors such as hinges, bronze bushes etc. Railways confirmed that these 
modifications are being carried out.  
5.3 CMEs informed that BOBRN doors were getting damaged due to such unloading practices 
as well as use of compressor pressure for operating the doors at much higher than prescribed limit.  
5.4 CME/ER showed one video film of unloading of coal from BOBRN wagons. In the film it 
was shown that big pieces of coal were being hammered by the BOBRN door while unloading of the 
wagon.  
5.5 MM directed that sidings where BOBRN wagons were getting damaged should be penalised  
by the railways.  For controlling air pressure, regulators may be installed. 
 
6. Double Stack Train 
 
6.1 Double Stack Container trains which are being run to Mundra/Pipava Ports from NR (Patli, 
Garhi) and NWR (Kanakpura, Kishangarh) have slightly reduced from 23.7 per month in 2011-12 to 



23 per month in 2012-13 (upto 17.5.12).  Similarly, in the reverse direction from Mundra/Pipava to 
NR/NWR  these trains have reduced from 8.6 per month to 7 per month. 
6.2 NR, NWR and WR to make efforts to increase number of double stack container trains. 
These railways  may also identify more routes for these trains.  
 
7. Upgradation of Maintenance facilities 
 
7.1 Railways should quickly finalise their proposals for works required to upgrade freight 
maintenance facilities in yards, ROH depots and sick lines.  
 
8. Hot Axle Cases in Wagon Stock 
 
8.1 Hot axle cases in wagons were 779 in 2010-11 and 775 in 2011-12.  During 2011-12, 4 out 
of 5 accidents were due to hot axles.    
8.2 There was a seminar in Railway Board which was attended by supervisors and staff 
maintaining CTRBs in workshops.  The good points arising out of this seminar should be followed 
up. 
8.3 In Rayanapadu rejections of CTRB were 13% in 2009-10, 14% in 2010-11 and 18% in 2011-
12.   This required further study by RDSO. 
8.4 To prevent failures RDSO should fix life of a CTRB. 
8.5 Proper earthing should be done while doing welding on wagons so that electric current does 
not pass through the roller bearing. There are 5 Welder Training Institutes (ICF, CRWS/Bhopal, 
RCF, DLW and  Kharagpur) which should be utilised for training of welders.  These welding 
training institutes should get accredited under IS:7310. 
8.6 Since CC rakes had validity of BPC of 35 days and premium rakes had validity of 15 days, 
possible hot axle cases were not getting detected through rolling in examination and yard 
examination. 
8.7 MM gave the following directions 
(a)    Welders should be sent for training. 
(b)    Supervisors should visit other good workshops for exchange of best practices.  
(c)    Instructions for reducing hot axles should be issued. 
 
9.  Hand Brake Mechanism 
 
9.1 A drive was underway since Feb. 2012 to re-commission the hand brake mechanism in 
wagons. However, reports indicated that in few railways approximately 10-15% hand brakes were 
still not working.  This was mainly because use of JCBs during loading/unloading was causing 
breakage of hand brake wheels. The drive for re-commissioning hand brakes should continue. 



9.2 AM(ME) mentioned that there should be no local passing of defective hand brake 
mechanism in workshops and ROH depots.  He also asked EDS(W)/RDSO to consider re-location 
of hand brake wheels on the end wall.  
 
 

10.  Issues of Wagon Feed (outside agenda) 

10.1 To enhance loading POH dates of BOXN and BCN wagons were extended upto 31st March. 
As a result there was heavy POH arising of BOXN & BCN wagons after 31/3/2012.  Eight POH 
rakes were waiting for nomination of Workshop. Since this happens every year Railways suggested 
a higher ineffective target for the months of April-June. 

10.2    There are instructions of Railway Board that every wagon workshop should repair ‘C’ 
category wagons to the extent of 25% of their POH target. Therefore, no wagon workshop should 
refuse to take feed of unloadable wagons.  

10.3 With increase in wagon holding every year, there is a need to increase the POH capacity over 
IR.  CME/NWR mentioned that with reduction in workload of MG coaches in Bikaner workshop, it 
would be possible to undertake POH of wagons in Binaker workshop. 



 

Mechanical (Development) items 
 
1. Electronic In motion Weighbridges: 180 Railway owned weighbridges have been 

commissioned so far. 
1.1 Railways to expedite commissioning of 25 nos. (5 each on ECR, SCR & WR, 

4 each on SR & SER and 1 each on NF & NWR).  
1.2 CME’s Committee has circulated the model contract document for 

weighbridges. Various issued raised by ECoR letter No.M8/16/Weigh 
Bridge/Pt. IX/1760 dated 8.5.12 were discussed.  RDSO and CME/NF will 
issue necessary instructions in the matter. Metrological Department’s 
requirement of 100 Metre level & tangent track on both sides has to be 
followed. 

1.3 Website application for monitoring electronic in-motion weighbridges has 
been working in Eastern and Western Railways (Board’s letter no. 
2012/Dev.Cell/IDEI/2 dated 27.02.2012).  It is planned to roll out the use of 
this application to all zonal railways w.e.f. 1st June 2012. 

1.4 Availability of at least one static weighbridge in workshop for calibration of 
reference wagons is to be ensured (Board letter no.2004/Dev.Cell/IDEI/2/Vol. 
II dated 1.3.2012).   

1.5 RDSO to confirm that COFMOW specification for static weighbridges has 
been reviewed by ED/Wagon, RDSO. 

1.6 Distribution of 16 sets of test trains has been advised vide letter 
No.2004/Dev.Cell/IDEI/3 dated 11.5.2012.  Funds for these are likely to be 
provided in the pink book.  Railways to take further necessary action  

 
2. Environment Friendly Toilets: 465 bio toilets are working on NR, CR, NCR, NER, 

NFR, SR and WR. 
 
2.1 40 IR-DRDO bio toilets are expected to be turned out by RCF by 31st May 

for KCVL-SBC Express. S Rly to plan accordingly. 
2.2 Orders have not been placed yet by RCF and ICF for the Bio-Toilet tanks for 

the current year. Action needs to be expedited. 
2.3 GKP Workshop to plan for POH of coaches of GWL-BSB Bundelkhand 

Express which were turned out from RCF in Jan 2011 in consultation with 
RDSO, IRCAMTech and NCR. 

2.4 Draft instructions to be followed by POH Workshops for POH of coaches 
fitted with IR-DRDO type Biotoilets have been circulated by RDSO vide 
letter dated 14.5.2012.  GKP/NER and NCR to take necessary action. 

2.5 CME/SECR, CWM/BPL and CDE/ICF to submit a joint report containing 
process and issues pertaining to retro-fitment of Biotoilet tanks in POH 
Workshops by 22nd May 2012 to ED/Carriage/RDSO.   ED/Carriage/RDSO 
has convened a meeting of probable suppliers of the bacterial inoculum. 
RDSO should finalise the report by 30.05.2012, keeping in view all safety 
and supply chain issues, and submit to Board for necessary approvals. 



2.6 MIBW/SECR/NGP to be the driver of EFT retrofitment process on IR. 
MIBW to develop prototype for retrofitment of bio-toilet tanks during POH in 
association with RDSO, ICF and CRWS/BPL on priority 

2.7 MIBW should expedite (i) development of evacuation system for evacuation 
of non-biodegradable items from bio-tank and (ii) action on endurance testing 
jigs. 

2.8 CME/Central Railway mentioned that the safety wires around the Biotoilet 
Tank have not been provided in the Central Railway Biotoilet rake.  This 
aspect needs to be checked up by CDE/RCF and ED/Carriage, RDSO.  

2.9 CME/NFR stated that Dibrugarh Workshop should be included in the list of 
workshops proposed to carry out retrofitment of biotoilet tanks 

 
3. IT Applications in Mechanical Department: Coaching Maintenance Module, ICF 

ERP, WISE, LMS & FMM are under implementation.   Status of implementation of 
various IT systems is given below:  
 
 Coach Maintenance Management System (ICMS-CMM) is working between 

Mumbai Central and New Delhi Coaching Maintenance Depot.   
Implementation has also started in Lucknow Coaching Depot. 

 ERP based Locomotive Maintenance Module is under implementation.  
Material module is live in TKD Diesel Shed since 2nd Jan 2012. 

 ERP System has been implemented in Integral Coach Factory, Chennai.  ICF-
ERP is live since 6th Feb.2012. 

 Freight Maintenance Management System is under implementation.  Dadri 
Freight Depot is live since February 2012 and Dhandhri Kalan is live since 
March 2012. 

 WR and ICF reported that there are number of issues which need to be 
addressed by CRIS. WR, NR and ICF may ensure close monitoring and 
provide feedback to CRIS.   CRIS may take suitable corrective action.  

 
4. Wagon Prototyping Centre: Centre of excellence for wagon prototyping at 

Kharagpur workshop, SER is sanctioned at Rs.102.28 Cr. RVNL is assigned to 
complete the work on turnkey basis. 
 
4.1 ED/Wagon/RDSO, ED/Testing/RDSO and SE Railway to provide all 

necessary details to RVNL along with soft copies. 
4.2 Height of ramp and capacity of winch to be advised to RVNL by RDSO. 
4.3 CSC/SER and DRM/KGP to provide written confirmation to RVNL for 

permission of the trucks to pass through workshop and level crossing gate. 
4.4 RCF to develop conceptual designs of flexible jigs using coaching technology 

concepts in consultation with ED/Wagon/RDSO. ED/Wagon RDSO to get the 
concepts further developed. The emphasis has to be on flexibility rather than 
automation. 

4.5 Overhead wire line of 11 Kv to be replaced with underground cable in June 
2012 



4.6 Detailing of design and testing facilities are required from RDSO in terms of 
various component level testing equipment available at various locations. 

 
5. Filament wound under slung water tank: A development order for 100 tanks for 

50 AC coaches at RCF is placed from Railway Board. RDSO to take further 
necessary action. 
 

6. Training: To fill the critical training gap areas, various courses for supervisors and 
officers are being conducted. Special courses are being conducted in critical training 
gap areas such as Mechatronics - STC/CB & IRIMEE, Contract management – 
IRCAMTECH, IR-DRDO Bio toilets – IRCAMTECH, Disaster Management - 
STC/SBC. 291 personnel have been trained so far at STC/CB and IRIMEE/JMP. 
Eleven courses will be conducted this year: 

 
• Two courses at IRIMEEE on training for trainers 
• One course at IRIMEE on training for supervisors.  
• Two 2-week courses at IRIMEE on Power Electricals, Control Systems 

followed by Mechatronics in the 2nd week  
• Four courses at STC/CB covering Electronic in-motion weighbridges and 

WILD etc. 
 
 

Detailed plan for training in HHP locos have been circulated vide letter No 
2010/Dev.Cell/IGRI/9 dated 17.04.2012. Railways should nominate sufficient 
number of officers & supervisors for training as per the schedule to be circulated by 
CDE/DLW. 

 
7. Crash Buffers: 1200 nos. of crash buffers were fitted by RCF in new coaches. 

Maintenance manual was circulated by RDSO. These buffers have completed almost 
3 years of service. Railways to furnish performance report to RDSO. 
  
RDSO to issue necessary instructions for maintenance of crash buffers. RDSO may 
also undertake development of crashworthy side buffers on the lines of the shear 
back design already developed for CBC. These designs may be incorporated in the 
crashworthy SLR layout. 
 

8.   WILD Performance:   RDSO is implementing an action plan for improvement of 
WILD systems as detailed in ED/Research/RDSO letter no. 
R2/171/WILD/Rlys.Vol.VII dated 11.5.2012. RDSO team will conduct quality audit, 
calibration & validation and monitor repeatability (RDSO letter no. 
R2/171/WILD/Rlys./Vol.VII dated 11.4.2012) at BRWD-MGS, ET-BINA-Damoh, 
LJN(NER) and MMV(SER).  ECR, WCR, NER and SER should provide necessary 
assistance to, RDSO over the next few months. 

 



 

PH – 4100, M&P ITEMS 
 
1. Turn-Key Project Execution: All the modernisation projects related to setting up a 

complete line / shop / shed sanctioned under PH-42 or PH-41 should be executed on Turn-
key basis to ensure timely completion and preventing huge cost overrun. Capacity 
augmentation of production / assembly lines should also be processed as a batch on turn-key 
basis. ZRs / PUs / COFMOW to identify projects for turn-key execution ensuring that 
piecemeal tenders are resorted to only in cases of individual machine replacements.  

 
2. Life Cycle Costing: The concept of Life Cycle Costing for the procurement of High Value / 

Sophisticated M&P has been adopted in a limited manner by introducing Mandatory 
Comprehensive AMC  vide Railway Board’s letter no. 98/RS(G)/709/1 Part dtd. 08-09-2011. 
A comprehensive 5 year AMC beyond the warranty will be included at the time of purchase 
order of the m/c from the OEM. In many cases List of cases, COFMOW has already 
implemented it. User railways must opt for the AMC & comply with the certification of 
funds for the same. Feedback on the AMC finalised by COFMOW should also be collected 
in due course.  

 
3. Installation & Commissioning of machines: The progress of machine commissioning is 

very tardy. On an average more than 100 machines, each costing more that Rs. 25 lakh, are 
pending installation / commissioning for more than 6 months. This translates into blockage 
of huge funds in addition to reduction in production capacity. As per latest status, 107 
machines costing Rs. 193.9 crore are pending.   
3.1 In was reiterated that ZRs to submit list of individual officers nominated for this work by 

allotting machines to them. CMEs should also hold review meetings of m/c installation & 
commissioning on their railway and advise Board & COFMOW.  

3.2 As per position of 3-May-12, 53 machines are pending on Railway account. These must 
be commissioned within next 3 months. The ZRs with maximum / oldest machines are:  

 ER/DKNE (16 machines)–oldest EOT 12.5T at LLH received Jan -11,  
 ICF (8 machines) – oldest is Skin Tensioning Eqp. Received Mar-10, 
 SER(8 machines) – oldest is EOT crane 25 T at Adra received Mar-10 
 RCF (5 machines) – oldest is Skin Tensioning eqp. Received Nov-09, 
 SR (3 machines) – oldest is EOT crane 40T at ERM received Jan-08, 
 While CR, DMW, ECoR, NER, NFR, NWR, RWF, SWR & WR have nil cases of 

machines costing more than Rs. 25 lakh for more than 6 months. 
3.3 COFMOW should also get the 54 machines pending on firm’s account liquidated 

immediately and advise action taken against the erring firms.  
 
4. Despatch of machines worth more than Rs. 63 crore is held up due to non-readiness of site by 

the ZRs / PUs. CMEs to ensure readiness within next 6 months. The maximum cases pertain 
to CR (13), NWR (10) &  SCR (9). 

 
5. The overall fund utilisation under PH-41 in FY 2011-12 was 103% of BG, out of which 

about 75% has been utilised by COFMOW. There is a wide variation among various ZRs / 



PUs for utilisation on COS account. The following units have exceeded the action plan target 
for COS: 
 SR, SCR, NCR, CLW, DLW, RWF & DLMW, 
However, the following units have utilised less than 50% of the funds targeted for COS 
procurement: 
 CR, ER, ECR, ECoR, NWR, SECR, WCR & RCF 
This performance will be kept in view while allocating funds in future.  

 
6. PU Painting of Coaches in workshops: Most workshops have not developed PU painting 

facilities despite all new coaches being turned out with PU paint ex-RCF & ICF for several 
years now. The status of Paint Booth with Baking Oven is as under.  

SL. RLY. W/ SHOP 
TENDER 
STATUS 

DELIVERY / INSTALLATION  
STATUS 

TARGET 
DATE 

1 SWR UBLS 
Ordered 
7/1/10,  Not Delivered, consignee site not ready.  

Site ready 
by Jan-13 

2 WCR 
BPL 
(MLR) 

Ordered 
26/2/10,  Not Delivered, consignee site not ready 

Site ready 
by Jul-12 

3 CR MTN 
Ordered 
10/3/10,  

Rly has asked for shifting to Parel. 
MTN m/c will be processed separately 

 

4 SCR LGD 
Ordered 
10/3/10,  

Not Delivered, consignee site not ready, 
asked deferment by 3 years. Being 
shifted to GOC / SR 

 

5 SR PER Tender OP-2046 discharged. Retender OP-2148 opening 9-5-12 

6 ER LLH 

Tender OP-
2046 
discharged 

Consignee asked deferment to Dec '13 
Inadequate funds under PH-42 

 

7 NCR 
JHS 
(MLR) 

Sanctioned & being executed under Turn key project by NCR 

8 NR JUDW Commissioned 

9 NWR AII 
Ordered 
26/2/10,  

Ordered 26/2/10, Not Delivered, 
consignee site got ready in Apr-12. 

 

10 NER IZN 
Ordered 
26/2/10 Not Delivered, consignee site not ready 

 

11 ECR HRK Under Commissioning  

12 SR GOC 

Lalaguda 
m/c being 
transferred Shed work not yet sanctioned.  

 

13 ECoR MCS Not sanctioned 

14 WR PL 

MTN m/c 
planned to be 
shifted MTN m/c planned to be shifted 

 

15 NR AMV Not sanctioned 

16 SWR MYSW Not sanctioned 
 



ZRs to ensure site readiness and early commissioning where sanctions exist. Balance railways 
should get the item sanctioned at the earliest.  
 
7. CMT Cadre:  

 
As notified by Railway Board’s letter no. E(GP)/2004/1/8 dtd. 03-09-2004, the following 
grouping of ZRs is to be followed for officiating promotion of Gr. B officers to Sr. scale in CMT 
cadre as well as for assessing vacancies in Sr. scale for direct recruitment (through UPSC): 
 
ZR nominated To Cater to these ZRs 
CR CR, WR, NWR, WCR 
ER ER, SER, CLW, ECR, ECoR, SECR
NR NR, NER, DLW, RCF, NCR 
SCR SCR, SR, ICF, RWF, SWR 
NFR NFR 
RDSO RDSO 
 
 
 

Plan Head 42 
 
 Adviser ME(Projects) emphasized on the need to achieve 100% utilization of funds, 
particularly considering very low provision of funds under PH-42.  He stressed that Railways 
and PUs must prioritise the works and re-distribute the allocations based on importance of the 
works which need to be completed early and by allocating funds only to the works which are in a 
state to absorb the funding provided.  For this purpose necessary reappropriation of funds should 
be done.  Since powers have not been delegated as yet to the Railways for reappropriation during 
2012-13, the Railways/PUs were requested to send their fund requirement to Railways Board 
immediately for necessary modification/reappropriation in the fund allocation within the total 
amount already allocated to each railway for the works under PH - 42. 



 

WORKSHOP ITEMS 
 

1 It was made absolutely clear that   there shouldn’t be any shortfall in the quantitative 
POH outturn. Any constraints like less feed needs to be critically monitored. There 
should be active coordination with adjoining Railways for meeting the feed requirements 
in workshops. Railways to reinstitute the workshop ‘calling in’ programme meetings on 
a regular basis for better coordination in movement of rolling stock to and from the 
workshops in a pre-planned manner. This has become imperative in view of the fact that 
several workshops are now catering to rolling stock not only of their own Railways but 
of adjoining Railways as well. 

Also, in order to have better coordination between the divisions and workshops for 
addressing their material requirements and quality issues, the coordination meetings of 
the workshops incharges with Stores Officers must now include the Sr. DMEs from the 
divisions as well.  The first half of this meeting should be with the Store Officers to 
address the material issues of both the divisions and the workshops and the second half 
should be devoted to the technical and quality issues like sick marking within 90/100 
days of POH, proliferation of the latest Board/RDSO instructions etc. It must be ensured 
that a bi-monthly coordination meeting is held with the Workshop incharges, the CRSEs 
and the Sr. DMEs. 

2. Shortfall in POH out-turn was highlighted for  some of the Railways. CMEs assured that 
these shortfalls would be made up on a cumulative basis during next 01-02 months. 

3. The POH/IOH capacity required for LHB coaches was discussed. During discussions 
CME/ECoR mentioned that it is being planned at MCSW workshop through material 
modification. CME/EcoR was requested to quantify the LHB POH/IOH capacity after 
the work is completed. CME/NFR mentioned that they have already sent a proposal on 
OOT basis for consideration of Board. CWE/SR was also asked to plan for the 
maintenance of LHB coaches at PER workshop @ 20 coaches p.m. 

4. The AC coach POH capacity in the workshops is less vis-a–vis the present requirements. 
It was discussed and agreed that since the lead time for infrastructure creation is long, the 
planning needs to be done in advance. Railways need to plan the AC POH capacities in 
the manner as indicated at annexure 1. 

5. The issue regarding rehabilitation of BOXN wagons was discussed. Rehabilitation of 
BOXN wagons needs to be looked into in terms of Board letter no. 2002/M (N)/60/1 
dated 02.05.06 and 10.01.08. The said letters are also attached as annexure 2. 



6. All important RSP works under execution should be monitored closely by the Railways. 
A mechanism for proper monitoring of these RSP works must be instituted for execution 
of these works in a time bound manner. The progress should be reported regularly 
through monthly MCDOs. ER and NR requested for RSP allotments of BMBS on 
wagons. Similarly SER, SECR, NR and NCR requested for RSP allotments of twin pipe 
fitment on wagons (BOXNHL, BCNHL and BVZI). Other CMEs expressed that 
allotments are sufficient to cater their requirements. 

7. It was pointed out that some of the Railways like KPA/ER, KGP/SER, AII/NWR and 
PER(L)/SR are taking excessive time in DPC maintenance. It was also pointed out that a 
few workshops like JMP and LGDS are expressing difficulty in maintenance of DPC and 
DTC in an integrated manner. This needs to be planned by adequate planning of material 
under RSP or otherwise and timely AMCs of engine. It has already been advised that the 
workshops have to undertake POH of DEMUs as a complete set i.e both DPCs and 
DTCs. Action may be taken accordingly. 

8. AII/NWR and KTT/WCR need to take urgent action for commissioning /availability of 
weighbridges. CME/WR expressed that since mostly tank wagons are being dealt at 
Pratapnagar workshop perhaps there is no requirement of weighbridge there. Periodic 
audit of tare weight measurement in workshops also needs to be ensured by the Railways.

9. The plan of action for improvement in bearing maintenance practices already advised to 
the Railways/RDSO has to be followed in right earnestness. Time frames for the same 
need to be strictly adhered to. 

10. The quality audits of workshops have recently been undertaken by the Railways. Follow 
up action on the shortcoming/deficiencies pointed out during the course of audit needs to 
be done in an expeditious manner 

11. 

 

Regarding the use of prescribed ‘D’ class electrodes for welding in critical locations most 
of the Railways raised the issue of excessive smoke. The issue needs to be looked into 
critically by RDSO and Railways be suitably advised. 



 

PU Items 

1. The production/acquisition of Rolling Stock in Xith Plan vis-à-vis their targets and 
25ispat of Xth Plan was reviewed.  There has been substantial increase in production of 
Rolling Stock in Xith Plan Period.  Although the mid-term review targets pertaining to 
wagons and locomotives have been exceeded, the Coach Production has been less than 
the Plan targets.  This has led to concern in different forums.  Therefore, there is urgency 
in further increasing the Coach Production in the XIIth Plan Period.  The increasing 
freight loading targets and introduction of new coaching trains have led to a higher 
requirement of Diesel locomotives as well.   
 

2. The common challenge in Production Units at present is the issue of supply chain 
management.  CMEs of Pus, who are in charge of production, need to be facilitated by 
Railway Board, RDSO, Stores and Finance by removing the constraints in supply chain.  
CMEs should also avail the support of their respective General Managers to overcome 
the supply chain challenges. 
 

3. AM(PU) advised that all Pus must meet their quantitative targets for 2012-13. 
4. DLW: 

4.1 Supply chain for manufacture of 250 HHP locos by DLW should be firmed up. 

4.2 DLW has to expedite its capacity augmentation works. The trial of WDG-5 locos 
should be pursued till successful completion. 

4.3 CME/DLW informed that RITES has received the LOA for supply of 16 Diesel 
locomotives to Bangladesh in addition to 10 locomotives for which contract has 
already been signed.  The despatch of the first lot of locomotives to Bangladesh 
needs to be expedited. 

4.4 The likely performance of DLW during 2012-13 was discussed.  CME/DLW 
assured that all efforts will be made to achieve the overall target, although supply 
chain constraints will continue to remain a matter of concern. 

5. DMW: 

5.1 DMW should accord priority to manufacture of new locomotives during 2012-13.  
It should make efforts to surpass its target of 50 locomotives in association with 
Parel. 

5.2 DMW should also explore the possibility of getting 100 locomotives 
manufactured in 2013-14 along with Parel in view of increase in traffic demands. 

6. RCF: 

6.1 CME/RCF has informed that it would be difficult for RCF to achieve the 
Production Programme of 1600 coaches in its current form in 2012-13.  
Therefore, RCF would propose for changing the product mix to reduce the LHB 
load and to increase conventional coaches keeping the overall target the same.  



RCF’s proposal will be examined at Board and necessary change in Production 
Programme will be initiated. 

6.2 RCF will roll out the Double-decker rake for WR by middle of June’ 2012.  The 
Shatabdi rake for 2012-13 will also be manufactured by RCF on priority as early 
as possible. 

6.3 CME/RCF informed that supply of imported items to Zonal Railways against 
their bulk indents w ill improve from September’12 onwards.   

6.4 RCF was advised not to undertake any further manufacture of shells for RBL for 
six months.  The requirement of RBL will be reviewed after six months and 
further manufacture of shells can be undertaken, if necessary. 

6.5 RCF was also advised to supply bogies to RBL & ICF as per their requirement to 
roll out 2 Shatabdi rakes, one each from ICF & RBL. 

7. ICF: 
7.1 CME/ICF requested for change in Production Programme in view of various 

additional advices received from Board.  It was decided that change in Production 
Programme will be undertaken at Board level once ICF firms up its supply chain 
for additional Rolling Stock such as Metro rakes, MUTP Phase-II rakes, DMU 
DPCs, DMU requirements for Haldia etc.   

7.2 CME/SER requested for regular supply of DMU shells for Haldia from 
November’ 2012 onwards.  The second rake would be required in July’2012.  All 
required assistance will be provided to SER by ICF by monitoring the progress of 
Haldia project and furnishing of the DMU cars available with SER. 

7.3 SR has to manufacture of GS coaches this year by taking necessary assistance 
from ICF. 

8. RWF: 

8.1 RWF will have to expedite its various projects under Plan Heads 41 & 42 to 
sustain the current level of production. 

8.2 RWF’s product mix of wheels will be more complex in 2012-13 as more EMU, 
loco and coaching wheels are expected.  Its Production Programme will also be 
amended in the second quarter. 

9. RBL:  RBL has to expedite the manufacture of the Shatabdi rake.  CME/RCF assured 
that supply of further requirement of bogies to complete this rake will be arranged. 

10. Chhapra: The target for wheels for Chhapra is 15,000 for 2012-13. Chhapra factory 
should be commissioned at an early date and manufacture of wheels should be expedited 
so that the target is met.  These wheels are essentially required for maintenance of 
wagons in the open line. 

11.  RSP:  It was informed that adequate funds to the tune of  `18,493 crores have been 
provided for the Plan Head “Rolling Stock” in the Budget Estimate of 2012-13.  
Therefore, all PUs must ensure that they achieve their respective targets for utilization of 
their funds and to meet the higher traffic demand for locomotives, coaches and wagons. 



12.  Itemised RSP: An outlay of `382.6 crores has also been provided in the Itemised RSP.  
The letters to Zonal Railways have already been issued.  Zonal Railways should expedite 
their respective works for utilization of the funds. 

***** 

 



Annexure 1

AC Coach POH Capacity

Rly. W/shop
Capacity for POH of AC 
coach reqd in 2015-16

CR MTN 28

ER LLH 40

ECoR MCS 25

NR AMV 33

JUDW 30

NER GKP 18

NFR DBRT 8

NBQ 10

NWR AII 20

JU 15

SR PWP(C) 32

GOC 20

SCR LLGD 22

TPTY 9

SER KGP 28

SWR MYSS 10

UBL 12

WR PL 30

IR G.Total 390






